








25,000 genes25,000 genes
Control the bodyControl the body’’s s 
development, growth, development, growth, 
maturation, body functions maturation, body functions 
and aging.  and aging.  
These processes depend on These processes depend on 
specific sequences of these specific sequences of these 
chemical pairschemical pairs
Even a small change in the Even a small change in the 

sequence can be enough to sequence can be enough to 
cause disease. cause disease. 

Disruption shown in movie clip Disruption shown in movie clip 
in next slidein next slide



Turning genes off and onTurning genes off and on
during differentiation of during differentiation of 
cells some genes cells some genes 
become permanently become permanently 
inactivated.  inactivated.  

e.g., liver enzyme e.g., liver enzyme 
genes that go to genes that go to 
neurons are not neurons are not 
needed.  Therefore, needed.  Therefore, 
they are covered with they are covered with 
proteins so that they proteins so that they 
cannot be cannot be ““turned turned 
onon””. . 



Virtually every Virtually every 
disease has a disease has a 

genetic genetic 
component component 

viruses have the ability to viruses have the ability to 
carry foreign genes into carry foreign genes into 
neuronsneurons

sometimes the genes sometimes the genes 
become integrated into become integrated into 
the DNA of the infected the DNA of the infected 
cell.cell.
they soon direct the they soon direct the 

synthesis of new viral synthesis of new viral 
particles that can injure particles that can injure 
the cell and infect others. the cell and infect others. 
(this ability is used in (this ability is used in 
research but virus is research but virus is 
inactivated)inactivated)





Problematic thinking: Problematic thinking: 
““diseasedisease--genegene””

All disease is a product of geneAll disease is a product of gene--
environment interaction.environment interaction.

Genes specify protein structures Genes specify protein structures --ONLYONLY
Only when genes come into contact Only when genes come into contact 
with an environment is their with an environment is their 
advantage or disadvantage apparent: advantage or disadvantage apparent: 
environment could be cellular or environment could be cellular or 
geographic.geographic.
Lifestyle, (includes ageing, nutrition, Lifestyle, (includes ageing, nutrition, 
infection, toxin exposure)infection, toxin exposure)



What is the cause of cancer?What is the cause of cancer?
Cancer is caused by genetic disregulationCancer is caused by genetic disregulation

MutagensMutagens
chemicalschemicals
radiationradiation

Anything that can Anything that can 
mutate genesmutate genes

VirusesViruses
RetrovirusesRetroviruses

Anything that can Anything that can 
alter the function alter the function 
of genesof genes

Don’t forget random mutations



cancercancer
Over 100 diseases Over 100 diseases 
that we call cancer.  that we call cancer.  
What they have in What they have in 
common is that common is that 
cancer is a disease cancer is a disease 
of the DNA.  of the DNA.  
it is the result of it is the result of 
cumulative cumulative 
mutations that alter mutations that alter 
specific locations in specific locations in 
a cella cell’’s DNA. s DNA. 







Cell cycleCell cycle

Figure 17-2
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Cell CycleCell Cycle
When cells grow When cells grow 

and proliferate, they go and proliferate, they go 
through the cell cycle. through the cell cycle. 
This includes a replication This includes a replication 
of the DNA, and of the DNA, and 
separation into two equal separation into two equal 
daughter cells.daughter cells.

Epithelial cells hang 
out here in G0 once 
they have 
differentiated

Cancer initiators promote growthCancer initiators promote growth



Cell cycle regulationCell cycle regulation
CyclinCyclin

transcribed in specific phase of cell cycletranscribed in specific phase of cell cycle
unstable, resulting in transient activityunstable, resulting in transient activity

CyclinCyclin--dependent protein kinase dependent protein kinase 
(CDK)(CDK)

substrate specificity and phosphorylation substrate specificity and phosphorylation 
activity controlled by bound cyclinactivity controlled by bound cyclin
phosphorylate serine or threonine of target phosphorylate serine or threonine of target 
proteinprotein

Sequential activation of different CDKSequential activation of different CDK--
cyclin complexes controls cell cycle cyclin complexes controls cell cycle 
progressionprogression





CancerCancer

Figure 17-15
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Colon
Normal mucosa cells
of colon

Activation ofras oncogene,
chromosome 12

Loss of APCgene,
chromosome 5

Small benign polyp

Cell division continues

Class I adenoma (benign)
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Other mutations

Loss of p53 TSG,
chromosome 17

Loss of DCCTSG,
chromosome 18

Class III
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Mutations in cancer cellsMutations in cancer cells
Two categoriesTwo categories

oncogenes (oncogenes (onconc)), typically dominant, typically dominant
tumourtumour--suppressor genes (suppressor genes (tsgtsg)), typically , typically 
recessiverecessive

Sometimes associated with chromosomal Sometimes associated with chromosomal 
abnormalitiesabnormalities

e.g. translocation that brings gene under e.g. translocation that brings gene under 
control of another genecontrol of another gene’’s strong enhancer s strong enhancer 
((onconc))
e.g. deletion of, or break point within (e.g. deletion of, or break point within (tsgtsg))

Cells that continuously proliferate or lose ability to Cells that continuously proliferate or lose ability to 
undergo apoptosis have longer time to undergo apoptosis have longer time to 
accumulate tumouraccumulate tumour--promoting mutations promoting mutations 



InteractionsInteractions
Genes do not Genes do not ““causecause”” diseases.  It is wrong diseases.  It is wrong 
to claim they do.  Genes instruct the to claim they do.  Genes instruct the 
manufacture of proteins, which may or may manufacture of proteins, which may or may 
not advantage or disadvantage the not advantage or disadvantage the 
organism under certain conditions.organism under certain conditions.
Similarly, no single disease can be Similarly, no single disease can be 
attributed to environment.  Even poisoning attributed to environment.  Even poisoning 
is influenced by is influenced by phenotypicalphenotypical detoxification, detoxification, 
which is genetically modulated.which is genetically modulated.
Lifestyle is even more complex that either Lifestyle is even more complex that either 
genes or environment.genes or environment.



CancerCancer
Uncontrolled cell growth:
Autocrine stimulation –

tumour cells make their own 
signals to divide

Loss of contact inhibition –
lost property to stop dividing   
when contacted by another cell

Loss of cell death – resistance    
to programmed cell death

Loss of gap junctions – no 
channels for connecting to  
neighbor cell



Cancer Cancer 

cancer will occur when 5cancer will occur when 5--10 10 
ordinary genes develop ordinary genes develop 
mutations in a single cell over mutations in a single cell over 
a persona person’’s lifetime.  s lifetime.  
Consists of cells that divide Consists of cells that divide 
over and over. over and over. 
Cumulative exposure to Cumulative exposure to 
damage (sun, etc.) increases damage (sun, etc.) increases 
likelihood of a mutation.likelihood of a mutation.



spread of cancerspread of cancer
the key reason the key reason 
we die from it. we die from it. 
when the cancer when the cancer 
cells invade cells invade 
other tissues other tissues 
they interfere they interfere 
with vital with vital 
systems of the systems of the 
body body 





Basic research Basic research 
in cancerin cancer

ll CarcinogenesisCarcinogenesis

ll VirusesViruses

ll Molecular Molecular 

epidemiologyepidemiology

ll The geneticsThe genetics

revolutionrevolution



CancerCancer

Genomic and 
karyotypic instability:

Defects in DNA replication 
machinery – lost capability to 
reproduce genome faithfully

Increase rate of 
chromosomal aberrations –
fidelity of chromosome 
reproduction greatly 
diminished



What is the important What is the important 
information?information?

Number of Number of 
affected affected 
relativesrelatives

vs.vs.
Small familiesSmall families
vs.vs.
Population Population 

incidenceincidence



What is the important What is the important 
information?information?

Age at diagnosisAge at diagnosis
Early onset Early onset 

compared to typical compared to typical 
age of onsetage of onset



What is the What is the 
important important 

information?information?

Specific Specific 
constellation constellation 
of cancersof cancers



What is the What is the 
important important 

information?information?

BilateralityBilaterality
Multiple Multiple 
primary primary 
tumorstumors

Rare cancersRare cancers



What is the What is the 
important important 

informationinformation
??

Ethnic Ethnic 
backgroundbackground



What is the What is the 
important important 

information?information?

AutosomalAutosomal Dominant Dominant 
transmissiontransmission

vs.vs.
Sex limited Sex limited 
expressionexpression



What proportion of cancer is due What proportion of cancer is due 
to to ““cancercancer--causing genescausing genes””??

Can you see what is wrong with this Can you see what is wrong with this 
question?question?
Only ~10% of cancers are believed to be Only ~10% of cancers are believed to be 
related to specific related to specific ““cancer causingcancer causing””
genes, e.g. BRCA1; genes, e.g. BRCA1; 
Of these, most are Of these, most are ““interactiveinteractive””, , 
accounted for by e.g. Ca prostate (~40% of accounted for by e.g. Ca prostate (~40% of 
risk due to heritable factors; Ca Br. 27%; risk due to heritable factors; Ca Br. 27%; 
colorectal, 35%). colorectal, 35%). 
Very few, rare cancers, e.g. retinoblastomaVery few, rare cancers, e.g. retinoblastoma































Family historyFamily history
Family history of a disease, e.g. Family history of a disease, e.g. 
cancer, is seen as indicating cancer, is seen as indicating ““highhigh--
riskrisk”” status.  status.  
ButBut……

those dying younger have less chance those dying younger have less chance 
to manifest disease, so offspring have to manifest disease, so offspring have 
““lessless”” family historyfamily history
those living longer more likely to those living longer more likely to 
develop disease, but longevity ignored develop disease, but longevity ignored 
as benefit to offspring.as benefit to offspring.



Benefits of genetic testing in high Benefits of genetic testing in high 
risk patientsrisk patients

Patients with a family history of cancer can Patients with a family history of cancer can 
have a have a predictivepredictive test to tell whether they test to tell whether they 
carry the normal or abnormal parental genecarry the normal or abnormal parental gene
If normal gene: can be reassuredIf normal gene: can be reassured
Abnormal gene carriers can be placed in a Abnormal gene carriers can be placed in a 
prevention programmeprevention programme
Affected patients can have tailored screening Affected patients can have tailored screening 
and treatmentand treatment



During the last 5 yearsDuring the last 5 years
Early (Stage I) ovarian cancers have been Early (Stage I) ovarian cancers have been 
detecteddetected
Early breast cancers have been detectedEarly breast cancers have been detected
Several bowel polyps have been removed Several bowel polyps have been removed 
Over 200 patients have had genetic testing Over 200 patients have had genetic testing 
and have been reassured and have been reassured 
Over 200 patients have been found to carry a Over 200 patients have been found to carry a 
breast, ovary, bowel or other familial cancer breast, ovary, bowel or other familial cancer 
gene and have been placed in a prevention gene and have been placed in a prevention 
programmeprogramme



Challenges Challenges -- next 20 yearsnext 20 years

Even more genes for breast and colon Even more genes for breast and colon 
cancer in patients with medium risk cancer in patients with medium risk 
family historyfamily history
gene tests for other hereditary cancers gene tests for other hereditary cancers 
including testicular, thyroid, prostate, including testicular, thyroid, prostate, 
endometrial cancersendometrial cancers
Solid tumour work Solid tumour work –– haematological haematological 
geneticsgenetics
Costs of screening in cancer units ( Costs of screening in cancer units ( 
balanced by more efficiency)balanced by more efficiency)



MUCHASMUCHAS

GRACIASGRACIAS
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